I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental electromagnetic dosimetly of mobile phones has been very much developed recently. The relevant quantity to he measured is the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), which designates the electromagnetic power density deposited per unit mass of biological tissue. SAR measurements are required to ~S S~S S the compliance of mobile phones with existing standards and recommendations. Most of Ihc existing dosimetric facilities utilize automatic positioning systems to move an isotropic E-Field measuring probe in a head-like phantom [ I ] ( Figure I ). The procedure to measure SAR is described in the European Standard prEN50361 [2], or the IEEE version [3]. Typically, no less than 300 measurement points in the phantom are prescribed for accurate SAK measurements. The electromagnetic properties of the liquid lilling the phantom are similar to those of biological tissues, and are expected to provide a worst case, when compared to heterogeneous models of the head. According lo the current standard procedure, a complete phone test will lasts about half a day. Indeed, the SAR induced by GSM mobile phones must be tested for different configurations. namely several frequencies in each band (900 MHL and 1800 MHz) and two positions with respect to the head, and for right and left hand users. Consequently, the rapidity of SAR measurement constitutes a key issue. Several attempts to reduce SAR measurement time are based, for example, on the use of a priori knowledge ot-the tield decay in the phantom, or on the ohserved correlation of the local peak SAR and the averaged SAR. In the first case, the number of measurement points can be reduced, the field probing being limited to a single plane, instead in a volume as imposed by the standard [4] .
In the second one, the averaged SAR can be deduced from a quick manual search of the maximum field distribution in the phantom [5].
Fig. 1. Supelec dosimrlnc facility
This paper presents a new approach where SAR calculation is based on a parametric reconstruction of the E-field distribution in the phantom from a minimum number of sampling points. It has been shown that the field distribution in the phantom can be adequately described by means of an ellipsoidal model involving only I I parameters. No more than 36 points are needed 10 determine these parameters from which the SAR 0-7803-8248-X/04/S 17.00 02004 IEEE I78 can be accurately deduced. As a consequence, the acquisition time is reduced from at least I O min to only I min per configuration. The local SAR is given by the following formula:
where E (Vlm) represents the electric lield , U ( S h ) the conductivity and p (kglm ') the volumic mass. The averaged SAR in Ig and IOg of contiguous tissues results from the volumetric integration of formula (I). In the last section, the averaged Ig and IOg SAR results oblained from measurements conducted on a large number of commercial phones, with 36 sampling points, are used to validate the parametric approach.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE E-FIELD

A. Decrease of the E-Field in function of depth
The construction of the ellipsoidal model representing the E-field distribution in a phantom is based on some physical assumptions. In a lossy homogeneous phantom, the decrease of the E-field is necessarily monotonous and follows a priori an exponential decay in function of depth. This has been verified with systematic SAR tests on a hundred of real mobile phones (at 2 frequencies -YO0 MHz and I 8 0 0 MHz). The curves corresponding tu the maximum E-field depth decrease of each tested phone (Fig. 2) are distributed around the line corresponding to the theoretical propagation constant cyop of the plane wave. The decrease of the E-field in this case is expressed as follows, with d the minimum measurement distance from the phantom wall (typically 6 mm):
' I 2 . 5 The value of the attenuation m o p of the plane wave is given by the following classical formula:
The dispersion of the curves corresponding to the phones around the value of the plane wave in the Fig. 2 can be explained by two reasons. Firstly, the measurement errors can he responsible for such a dispersion. This is obvious when the decrease is not purely exponential, or for snme erratic behaviours. Secondly, we must remember that the E-field in the phantom is not a plane wave, but a plane waves combination. Therefore, we need to consider the plane wave angular spectrum instead of the plane wavt, to properly describe the E-field. From the The calculation of a for a particular mobile phone from a few points distributed in function of depth on a line pelpendicular to the planar phantom interface doesn't allow describing the exact behaviour of the electric field, but gives an approximation of the exact behaviour. This principle has still been applied to describe thc decrease of the electric lield in a phantom for arapid SAR measurement [6] . To improve the calculation, a should he dependent of the plane wave spectrum of the
As a first approximation, the value of a is calculated lrom the maximum amplitude of the electric field for each phone (Fig. 2) . But thc value of a could be also obtained from the averaging of all the propagation constants calculated for each point of the measurement surface, in order to take into account the plane wave spectrum. The difference between the values of a calculated with those two methods is nevertheless much less important than the difference observed between the diTferent phones in a set of devices. A compromise has been chosen, by taking the maximum E-field decrease, weighted by the decrease of 4 E-lield points located around the maximum. 
B. Geomerrical E-field dismribution
The characteristics of the propagation medium have an influence on the electromagnetic propagation, hut also on the shape of the E-field. It is commonly accepted that the spatial distribution of the electric lield is more or less of ellipsoidal type (or of "potatoe" shape, more exactly) for the large majority of the measurements done. With the benefits of an imponant data base of SAR and E-field measurements for about hundred commercial phones, we have observed that the distribution of the E-field in the phantom is actually easy to describe. It can be observed, especially at IS00 MHz, but very occasionally, some distributions with double SAR spots, due to particular phones, like clam-shells for example. But even in this case, the double spot distribution can he separated in two ellipsoids. The figure 5 shows an example of E-field shapes for typical commercial phones in the plane close to the bottom of the phantom (6 mm above it). The E-field data have been obtained with a meshing step of 7 mm, in 70 mm size squares. These examples are characteristic of those met the most often in our own data base. 
E-FIELD DEGREE OF FREEDOM
The elliptic spatial distribution of the E-lield and its propagation as an exponential function of depth are characteristics relatively easy to model. These investigations let think that giving morphological and physical considcrations on the E-lield must allow introducing a priori information in the SAR calculation 171. The number of data points required in the standard way to compute the SAR should be decreased, by considcring that a large number of those points depend from each other from electromagnetic or morphological laws. The electric field in the phantom can then be seen, in that way, as a relatively simple system: the E-field generated by a spherical wave expansion, as a lirst approximation. A first estimation of the degree of freedom N of the distribution of the electric field in the phantom can he evaluated by the number of useful terms of its development in spherical modes IS]: N = LkrJ + 10, where k = EL and where the square brackets indicate the largest integer smaller than or equal to I;T, r is the radius of the domain of study i.e. the sphere of smallest radius that circumscribes the system, U$ the velocity of light, f the frequency in the liquid. As an example. for r = 3.5 cm we obtain N 14 for f = 900 MHz, and i V 18 for f = 1800 MHz. We can then think that about 10 parameters of a mathematical model should he enough to rcconstruct the E-field in the entire volume from a reduced number of data points. 
The estimation procedure of the ellipsoidal parameters is a classical optimization resolution. The least-squares problem can he solved by using, for example, a Levenherg-Marquardt algorithm. In the estimation process, the parameters are normalizcd, in order to eliminate the scaling factors and then avoid the prevalence of some parameters on the others. When the parameters have been determined, the calculation of E-held at any point in the phantom is straightforward. and the computation of the maximum SAR integrated in I or I O g can be performed. The choice ofthe measuremcnt points in the initial mesh governs the correct estimation of the parameters. Extensive trials have shown that a good compromise consists hoth in one area scan in a plane close to the phantom interface and in 4 zoom scans in deeper planes (Fig. 3) . The area scan allows localizing the maximum E-field area, while the zoom scans are expected to provide an information on the field decay. The area scan consists of 4x4 sampling points. The zoom scans are centered on the maximum E-field area and consist of only 2x2 sampling points. Globally 36 sampling points are required to determine the 11 model parameters. The depth of the first measurement plane (6 mm from the bottom of the phantom) is fixed for compromising sufficient sensitivity and low probe interaction with the phantom wall. The first planar meshing, relatively close to the radiation source, allows to localize the maximum E-field zone, in what the maximum averaged SAR cube will necessary be, whereas the depth exploration in this area gives information on the decrease of the ficld. This crucial information is required for the correct estimation of the parameters. The depth of the first plane (6 mm from the bottom of the phantom) is fixed for setting sufficient sensitivity and low interaction with the phantom wall.
V. RESULTS
The parametric reconstruction technique has been assessed from 128 mcasuremenls conducted on 64 dual-band commercial GSM mobile phones, at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz. The following ligures show the correlation between I ) the maximum SAR averaged on I0g and I g obtained by the parametric reconstruction, from 36 measurement points, and 2) the same quantity deduced from the slandard procedure involving 300 measurement points. The ligure 7 presents the results ohtained with 16 measured data points plus 5 extrapolated points calculated with the plane wave propagation constant N , while tigurc 8 show results obtained with 16 measured data points plus 5 extrapolated points calculated with the mcnn propagation value a. Those results are compared to the standards measurements obtained from 726 E-field data points. The accuracy of the incthod (the mean error is 10 % for the 21 measured data points) has to be compared with the complete error made with standard dosimetric facilities, which is commonly 30 % to 40 %. The reproducibility between two measurements for the same phone and with the same assessment is ahout 5 B to 10 % , The choice of an E-field propagation model based on real measurements is therefore better than the simplest description of the plane wave. This result confirm the previous obsewation of the relatively random decreases of the E-lield as a function of depth. However, the approach using the plane wave propagation constant, modified by the use of lower propagation constants ensuring a maximized value for the calculated SAR, could nevertheless find an application in very fast measurements, for pre-compliance or systematic production tests for example. the only way to precisely match n for each case. The regrcssion curve superposed to the measurement points shows the good accuracy of the parametric reconstruction approach. The mean relative error calculated is about 5 %, to he compared to the 30 % of uncertainty commonly obscrved for the standard measurement procedure. This configuration of 16 points is optimum to obtain a good accuracy and a fast measurement. Using only 21 measured points for example leads to a degradation of the accuracy to about 10 %.
The efficiency of the parametric reconstruction technique can he explained by the similarity existing between the actual field distribution and the model for most of the commercial phones, and by the fact that the averaged SAR involves an integration of this field distribution. On the contrary, more snrprising is that the parametric reconstruction proved also very et'licient, even in the case of multi-spot E-field distributions which are sometimes encountered for ''flip-flop'' phones andor in the upper GSM frequency band. An explanation is that, in such cases, the zoom scans are centered on the maximum spot I82 ray of E-field probes, should be able to provide quasi real time SAR measurement capabilities.
(h) Fig. 9 . Maximum SAR avenged on 10 g (a) and I g (hl, for thc standard measured YBIU~S (abscissa). and the values obtained from reconslmctions with 36 points (ordinate). at 900 and 1800 MHz.
area, which is predominantly responsible of the SAR value.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This parametric approach applied to SAR measurcment domain ha? already proved its efficiency with the robust estimation of other physical quantities [9]. The method proposed in this paper allows reducing the number of sampling points from 300, for the standard approach, to only 36. The error made on the log or l g averaged SAR with this interpolation technique do not contribute much than a few percent to the global uncertainty of the measurement method. The acquisition time for a given conliguration is about 1 minute (36 Efield points), includingdataprocessing, which is very fast. The method is fully compatible with popular instrumenlation and, hence, can hc directly implementcd as option on most existing SAR measurcment facililics using mechanical scanning of an E-field prohe I IO], I I I]. Furthermore, the hybrid ellipsoidalpropagation constant approach, used in ccmjunction with an ar-I83
